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Strength of materials notes pdf excel files

... You will receive a link and will create a new password via email. … can be adopted as a textbook for undergraduate engineering students for teaching them the fundamental concepts of the mechanics of materials."—K.M. Liew, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon If you haven’t been able to tell yet, I LOVE finding and creating shortcuts to
everyday problems. The calculator uses a few user-inputs to determine the mechanical properties of beams of various materials and cross sections including round, square, tube, angle, and I-beam. Actual engineering math needs to be performed to justify your selection of material and size for any critical machine components. Any time I find myself
doing repetitive work I can’t help but think about different ways to automate the task. It is in classes like this one that you learn certain subtleties that you might miss out on if you are self taught. Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. It turns out that the answers to these questions, like everything else in engineering, depends on
your application. … provides adequate theoretical backgrounds and illustrative examples. Unfortunately, it takes a fair amount of time to setup and run stress analysis simulations on a computer (and that’s only an option if you have access to the software1). If buckling is a concern then you need to support open sections on their weak axis. Similarly,
circles are more efficient at resisting torsion and shear than squares, but not bending. Different cross sections have different strengths and weaknesses and you have to balance tradeoffs to match the application. So go ahead and check it out here, I’ll wait. Did you say ‘actual engineering math’… And so I created a basic strength of materials
calculator to reduce the time spent calculating the same thing over and over. I thought it would be fun to talk a bit about one of those.2 Perhaps you have found yourself wondering what are the advantages and disadvantages of different beam cross sections? Of course, like many other things I create here, it is an Excel document because that program
is ubiquitous and so darn awesome anyway. Be the first. CLICK HERE FOR THE RESOURCE DISCUSSED IN THIS POST. It also includes buckling load and cantilever beam calculations. What shape makes the most efficient use of material weight to create a stiff structural member? can be adopted as a textbook for undergraduate engineering
students for teaching them the fundamental concepts of the mechanics of materials."-K.M. Liew, City University of Hong Kong, Kowloon Read more... Now as great as this little calculator is, it is in no way a replacement for having taken an actual strength of materials class. The spreadsheet applications not only add more understanding to the subject
of the mechanics of materials, but also enhance students’ knowledge in numerical analysis and programming."—Amara Loulizi, National Engineering School of Tunis, University of Tunis - El Manar"… an excellent resource for undergraduate engineering students. Admittedly, comparing tubes to open cross sections is a bit like comparing apples to
oranges, but for general design purposes the above chart will be useful. The spreadsheet applications not only add more understanding to the subject of the mechanics of materials, but also enhance students' knowledge in numerical analysis and programming."-Amara Loulizi, National Engineering School of Tunis, University of Tunis - El Manar"... The
theory is explained in a straightforward manner, the figures are there to supplement the text explanations, and the example problems help clarify many of the theoretical aspects. I created this handy dandy chart to make the selection process a little easier. And triangles…have you ever seen a beam with a triangular cross section? This book is a useful
source for students who would like to take this path by using one of the most common and user-friendly software, Excel. When constrained by weight, is it better to make beams thicker or have larger outer dimensions? Open sections are generally best used to resist unidirectional bending loads. Starting from basic strength of materials computations
will allow them to make a smooth transition to the fascinating world of computational mechanics."-Erkan Oterkus, University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland"This book makes one of the subjects dreaded by mechanical and civil engineering students an enjoyable one. a textbook website, and model PowerPoint (R) presentations."-Mahmoud Farag,
The American University in Cairo, Egypt"At an early stage of undergraduate education, it is important to educate and motivate students to use computers for scientific calculations. Starting from basic strength of materials computations will allow them to make a smooth transition to the fascinating world of computational mechanics."—Erkan Oterkus,
University of Strathclyde, Glasgow, Scotland "This book makes one of the subjects dreaded by mechanical and civil engineering students an enjoyable one. Any experienced designer can usually just look at a beam and determine if it is strong enough for its intended purpose, but that’s a really foolish way to design important parts. It may have been
more correct to say stronger or weaker because the chart is just intended to compare the relative strengths of the different shapes. . While I have found that many of the courses I took in college are utterly useless to my career, strength of materials is not among them. ExcelCalcs :: File Repository RSS Remository® 3.58 uses technologies PHP, SQL
"A distinguishing and very helpful feature of this textbook is that, in addition to the printed textbook and the companion solutions manual, the authors provide an electronic enhancement component that includes a chapter on the use of Microsoft® Excel® spreadsheets in mechanics of materials applications, … a multimedia-enhanced electronic
version of some of the main concepts, … a textbook website, and model PowerPoint® presentations."—Mahmoud Farag, The American University in Cairo, Egypt "At an early stage of undergraduate education, it is important to educate and motivate students to use computers for scientific calculations. As a mechanical engineer, one such task I
commonly encounter is calculating the stress in simple beams. Lost your password? a multimedia-enhanced electronic version of some of the main concepts, ... Polygon shapes are somewhere in the middle. User-contributed reviews Add a review and share your thoughts with other readers. Thick walled but smaller outer diameter tubes are the exact
opposite. provides adequate theoretical backgrounds and illustrative examples. It’s not even a very big worksheet but it really is all you need for the majority of diy projects and simple machines. To be clear, wide but thin beams are great at resisting twisting forces and bending/buckling loads, but it comes at a cost of transverse shear resistance and
increased risk of the tube walls caving in while being crushed from the side (dented). So I have often found myself cracking open a stress analysis textbook and punching numbers into my TI-30XII (ol’ reliable), which leaves me staring down a fairly mundane task every time I tweak the design. Unfortunately, I have yet to find any free stress analysis
software available on the internet, please let me know if you do! I know… some of the things I think are fun are kind of weird. Please enter your email address. an excellent resource for undergraduate engineering students. Editorial reviews Publisher Synopsis "A distinguishing and very helpful feature of this textbook is that, in addition to the printed
textbook and the companion solutions manual, the authors provide an electronic enhancement component that includes a chapter on the use of Microsoft (R) Excel (R) spreadsheets in mechanics of materials applications, ... You can use it to quickly estimate a given beam’s weight, ultimate tensile strength, and shear strength among other things. It’s
just a good habit to make anyway because we all have that sort of work to do sometimes and thinking this way can make mundane tasks a bit more enjoyable to grind though.
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